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ABSTRJ\CT
Most studies in factoria l ecology use orthogonal
factors. But the assumption is that this, at best
can be consideres a theoretically limiting case .
In "reality" factors are assumed to correlate .
Introducing a distinction between factors describing the structure of a social system and
factors describing the environment o~ the
social system , the present paper argues that
fac tors describing the structure of a social system
i n most. cases will be found to be orthogonal.
They will, however, have to correlate with factors
describing the environment of the social system.
A reanalysis of a previous study of the Norwegian
factorial ecology gives some support for the
argument •

. .'
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ON THE CORRELATION OF FACTORS IN FACTORIAL ECOLOGY*
Factorial ecology typic ally starts out with a universe
of spatially defined units for which there are defined a set
of variables. The variables a re defined with the aim of
gaining a comprehensive description of the resources and
living
conditions
of
the
population
within
each
unit.Routinely this includ es a description of l and and
population
size , demograph i c
characteristics , industrial
composition , occupational mix and educational statuses of
the population,as well as its housing conditions,income
distribution and political preferences,
The analysis of such var i ables in factor mod e ls usually
assu mes uncorrelated dimes i ons . The initial argument for
assuming uncorrelated factor s seems mostly to have been
technical :
the mathematics is much simpler and the
computational procedures possi ble to do by hand
There
also was - and still is - a certain appeal in the pa r simony
and mathematical elegance it provides
But mathematical
elegance must not blind us to the real world : 11 All
experience of rotation alike with data on physical ,
biolog ical , or social s ci ence , forces upon us the truth
that in nature factors are co r related . " ( Cattell , 1952
,pp .
117 ) • More or les s this statement seems to cover
the theoretically reflected judgements of social scientists
today ( see f. i. Coleman 19611, HUJnter 1972 , and Hamm 1979
) • Uncorrelated factors are at most to be considered as a
theoretically limiting case .
However , recent studies ( Hamm 1979 , Ber ge 1981
show a remarkable robustness of the main factor dimensions
across both different methods of factorization and different
degrees of correlation allowed between factors extracted •
It would seem that the orthogo nal solutions usually employed
, in mo~t cases not only give a theoretically meaningful
description of the social ecological differentiation of the
analytical units , but in certain respects also give a
better description than obliq ue factors •
Abu-Lughod (1969) has tried to outline the conditions
which are likely to produce uncorrelated factors • Both
specialization of actors and of land use contribute to a
development where it will be increasingly likely to find
independence among factors in social ecological studies .
Independent dimensions is a s u fficient condition for finding
orthogonal factors , but it i s not a necessary condition .
Uncorrelated
factors
can
not
to be interpreted as
independent factors ( Janson 1969 , Johnston 197 1 ) •
It
has , for instarace , been pointed out that l ife cycle
factors which by their very na ture has to be curvel i nearly
interrelated ( Janson 196 9 , 1980 )
very well may be
r epresented by uncorrelated f a ctors •
It may be that it is the correlated factors which are
i n need of a theoretical de fence • Why do one sometimes
have to employ oblique factor s in order to arrive at a
meaningful description of a social ecolog i cal system ?
The idea for the presen t paper was suggested by
Frank L. Sweetser .
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The conclusion of Sweetser (1974) to combine orthogonal
and oblique ~actors may be the pract ical adv1ce to follow ,
Out is there any way to predict which factors are to be
oblique while others are orthogonal ?
The discussion of oblique vs. or thgonal factors in the
litterature does not offer much help . Bmt Janson (1980 ,
pp. 446) concludes that '' On the community level oblique
systems are preferable if both urban ism and size are to be
11
given a chance to come forward at full s trength
This
may be a clue,
Theoretically considered there is a basic difference
between "urbanism" and "size"
llhile urbanism may be
interpreted to say something about the soc ial structure of
the socie·~y . , size may be s,aying some t hing about the scale
of the so.c1ety , or perhaps better : th e environment of the
social system •
He shall see that a distinction between social system
and
e nvironment shall prove fruitful for the present
problem.
The present paper will go in to the
problem
of
correlation among factors in fa~tori al ecology by proposing
a simple model of a social ecological sy stem
The model
will e xpla in whi~h kind of factors one ought to expect to
correlate with a ••size" factor . , or mo re generally with
environmenrtal factors.
A social eco- system .

A simple model of a social eco-sy st em might di~tinguish
between the social system proper and the environment of the
system (f, i, the habitat of the population ) •
factorial ecology as described abo ve
takes
this
environment , divides it into suita ble spatial units and
pr·oceeds to characterize these and U1e populations they
contain.A
distinction between vari a bles describ i ng the
environment and variables describ i ng the social system is
not utilized.
·
Yet 1 if one r egards the probl em of interdependence
between a social system and its environment it seems fairely
obvious that the environmen£ must re ptesent constraints
which influence the structure of the soc ial system •
If one conceptualizes the social s ystem as consisting
of a social structure which social processes are working to
reproduce or transform, the environmen t ~ust infl uence the
shape or both. The memb.ers of a soci al system adapts to its
habitat and its particular distributi on of natural resources
by shapi ng the social proces ses of the system to take
a~y~ntage of the
cxistipg conditions arid counteract the
continous
flow of effects from th e natural processes
(se asons ,weather, disasters,diseases ) •

.

In facto r analytic studies some Vqr iables describe the
environment and some describe the social system. It seems
reasonable to expect that some f ac tor s ouch t to describe the
environment and s ome the soci a l sys t~ m.p ircct data on tl1e
social processes are usually miss inc .I ndirect data like
change i~dicators are seldom used.
Therefore the data
desc ribing the social system usually s·.: fe r s to aspects of
; 'Oc t:il structure,
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he factors
Isys
nterprete d
tem.

defined by such var iables must accordingly be
as a description of the social structure or the

The specialization of ac tors and the differentiation of
activities according to loc a tion makes it likely that the
basic factors describing a social structure will appaer as
uncorrelated factors . Bu t thes e factors can not be expected
to be uncorrelated with th e
factors
describing
the
environment of the structure .
While our knowledke or soc ial structure and its spatial
distribution
lead
us
to expect uncorrelated factors
describing the structure, we do not know much about which
factors to expect in a study of the environment or how they
may interrelate.
The variables describin g the environment of the social
system may either be direct me asures of the distribution of
natural resources and geographical features of t he units of
analysis or indirect measures of these based on their impact
on the human activites withi n the units.
Considered by
themselves the environmental factors do not seem to be mo re
than weakly interrelated (clima te f . i .
will be somewhat
r elated to geographical fea tu res). But the way boundaries
are drawn around the units of anal ysis will confound this
pi c ture . In particular this happens if our measurement of the
factors have to rely on indirect iAdicators like population
density or land area which are so closely related to the way
boundaries are drawn and which often also are taken into
consideration when boundari es are defined. This must be
accounted for in a study of environmental factors .
The central proposition in this paper is , however, the
existence of environmental fa ctors and that environmental
ractors and social ractors has to intercorrelate in a
meaningful way.
A r e analysis of data fr om a traditionally designed
fac tor anal ytic study of Norwegian Communes will be used to
test these propositions .
Results .
The data used have been descr ibed in
only a short outline will be given here .

Berge(19fl1 )

and

Data on the 451 Norwegian communes as of 1 .
January
1970 were collected from the Population and Housing Census
of 1970(*) and other sources
Neigboring communes were
aggregated to reach a minimum population size of 500 • This
resulted in 448 analytical uni ts.For each unit a total of
113 analytical variables we re defined and computed ( per
cent variables , ratios , indexes ) •
To reduce skewness
and kurtosis logarithm and square root transformations were
used . Of the 113 variables Q1 are used in the present
study.Their definitions and transformations used are listed
in Appendix tables A1 and A2

*
I am crateful . to the Central Bureau of Statistics of
Norway , and to the Norwegian Social Science Data Services
for making dat~ available for the study,
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Of the initial 113 variablers 11 may be said to be
mainly determined by environmental characteristics . For
these 11 variables a separate f a ctor ana lysis was undertaken
resulting
in
two environmental fa ctors defined by 7
variables, Two variables had to be excl uded because of too
high intercorrelations with other vari a ples (**)
The yariables excluded were no.
7 ''Mean size of
agglomerations'' because of a correlation of ,993 witb
vari <Jbl.e no . 2 "Number of people in densely settled areas.11
, nnd no , 5 11 Inhabitant3 per km2" beca use of a correlation
of -. 835 with variable no . 1 ''Land area'' .
Two more variables (no . 9 and 10 in Table Al) had to be
excluded si~ce they did not have any intercorrelati qns with
other vari ables in the matrix as high as . 5 (see Sweetse r
197 4 for practical guidance to factor analysis of ecol ogica l
variables) .
The analysis of the r ema inine se ven variables resulted
in t.wo factors.
In order to t est the possibility · of
·1nte rcor r elations between them , four rotations were done,one
orthogonal according to the varima x criterion , and three
oblique according to the oblimin crit e rion with DELTA set to
,5 , .o , and - . 5 (see Table A4 .. and A5 ) • The definitions of
the factors seem very much the same i n al l rotations.And the
correlation coefficients between fac tors from the orthogonal
solution and the oblique solution wi th DELTA= . O are as high
as ,98,
The environmental variables as mea sured by the avilable
data seems to be adequately described by the two orthogonal
factors.

**
I

''

I'
I

<

Exclusion of variables with high intercorrelations is
necessary
if
factor
scores are to be computed.High
int·ercorrelat ipns means a high degre e of linear dependency
in the matrix .The determinant of the co rrelation ma t~ix will
be close to zefo , and the computed . f actor sc ores will be
inacurate because of rounding error s or impossible because
of . zero division
•
However
,
knowledge
of
the
inte rcorrelations will certainly hel p the interpretation of
the factors arrived at •
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The two factors are inter preted to represent a LAND
SIZE factor and a POPULATI ON SIZE factor.
The factor
matrix,slightly r ea rranged i s as follows( see also Table A4
and A5 ) :

VARIABLE

FACTOR LOADI!IGS

NO NAME

POPULATIOH
SIZE

2 No. of people in den se l y set tled
areas
4 To tal number of peopl e
8 $ of the populat ion in de nsely
settled areas
6 No . of agglomerations

• 91

LA/ID
SIZE
- • 14

,77

- . 24

. 75
.6 8

-. 38
- . 10

1 Total land area in km2
. 01
11 Dairy farms in $ of all farms
-. 43
3 Farms wi th 10+ da in 3 of al l farms -.4 3

. 77

.65
. 82

The labels of the factor s need some qualifications .
LAND SIZE factor obvi ously is tied in with the
The
conditions for agriculture . Perhaps "arable land'' mi ght be
a better label. The factor t hus tells something of how the
environment is suited f or agr i cultural activitie s . Likewise
it may be seen that the POPU LATION SIZE factor is tied in
with popul ation density.
Th is factor may
t hen
tell
something abo ut the condit io ns for certain ki nds of human
octivites.Most pa rticul a rl y those associated with urban
societies .
Of the 11 3 variables def i ned in Berge (19 81) 60 wer e
f ound suitable for inclusion i nto a factor analysis. These 60
va ri a bles
defined
6
fac t ors
labeled
SOCIO- ECOIJOllIC
STATUS , FAllILISM , DEPRIVATION , AFFLUENCE,
t!ANUFACTURI NG
ItlDUSTRY , and FEMALE ECONOl!IC ACTIVITY .
By successive
removal of variables it wns found that 30 variables were
s ufficient to def i ne the six f ac tors . The coefficients of
corre lation between factor s from the 60 variable solution
and the 30 va r iable solu t i on varie d from , 95 to .98
(correlation of facto r scor es) . The variables defined in
Table A2 arc the same as thos e in the original 30 variable
s olution except for two c hanges. Since the variables "$
farms with 10+ da . 11 and "Inha bitants per km2'' were among the
va riables
taken to descri be the environment,they were
replaced by ''Dependent on agr i cul ture" and "Income of 60
000+" (vari a bl es no 19 and 27 in ta ble A2 ) . I n table A3
the factor mat rix o f the analy s i s of th e 30 va r iabl es is
reported . Correlation o f f ac to r scores for the six factors
used here and the six origina l factors gi ~ es coe ffi cients
ranGing from . 97 to 1.00 .
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The main guestion adressed here however,is whether the
factors dcscrilHng the environment of tile social system will
corre late wi·th the factors describing the structure of the
social system .
COEFFICIENT OF CORRELATION BETWEEN FACTORS
DESCRIBING SYSTEM ENVIRONMENT AND
SYSTEM STRUCTURE
POPULATION
SIZE
SOCIO-ECONOMIC STATUS
FAMILISM
DEPRIVATION
AFFLUEN CE
MANUFACTURING INDUSTRY
. FEMALE ECONOMIC ACTIVITY

• 46

. 23
. 35

• 27
•31

.oo

LAND
SIZE
-.41J

. 06
• 10

- • 43

-. 32
. 28

The coefficients above are not ve ry high.Only three
higher than . 4 , and two mo~e are betwe cen • 3 and ', It • But
.the pattern seems to be what one might have expected .
Recalling that LAND SIZE mostly me ans arable land size
and that POPULATION SIZE also has aspects of density , it is
not surprising th~t SOCIO-ECONOMIC STATUS is the
one
structural fac~or most affected.
by the environmental
factors and FAMILISM the one least affected Likewise it is
l<n.own that both affluence and relativ e deprivation are most
clearly present in the larger cities an d that manufacturing
industry means some kind of agglomer a tion .It is,however,
worth noting the low cor r elation o f POPULATION SIZE and
MANUFAC TU RING INDUSTRY.This would seem to be in accord with
the observation that much manufacturing industry has moved
out of the larier agglomerations.
The relation between
FEtiALE ECONOMIC ACTIVITY and LAND SIZE m·ust be caused by the
inc lusion of female f amily ·labor on f a rms into the stock of
e.conomically active women.
The most interesting observation here may , however, be
the relation between SOCIO-ECONOMIC STATUS and POPULATION
SIZE
Among the main characteristics o f the urbanization
process is the growth of populati on and the increasing
densi~y.
But urbanization has come to mean much more than
t~at.In
Norway ·for example the cl ose correlation of
var,iables
indicating
SES
and
var iables
indicating
urbaniz~tion ha6 led to conceptual confusion of the two.They
have somet{mes been u~ed interchangably . The separation of
Yariables into those describing the sy stem en vironment and
those describing the social system sepa r ates the
two
concepts and takes care of ~ he interr e lation by allowing a
S&S f actor and a URBANI ZATION factor t o correlate .
Urbanization here then means only s ize and density of
population ,
This may be thought o f as an environmental·
charqcteristic of a social system in the sense t hat size and
density
is
something
the actors have to take into
consideration in a ll their actions : i t sh apes their choice
o f activities and · thus shapes the social structure . Out
obviously size and density of a popula t i on also is a result
of the i mpa ct . s·o cia'l activities has 0 11 the environment.As
materia l infrastr uctu re (buildings,road s ,etc.) acumulate,the
e nvironment changes •
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The line between a system and its environment can not be a
fixed line .
Like so much else it has to be defi ned in
relation to the problem investi gated . If population size
and density are considered as pa rt of the environment of the
social system and not as belo nei ng to the social system ,
the reanalysis of our data suggests that environmental
factors e xi st and that they co~relate as one might have
expected with factors describing the structure of the social
system •
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Table lA. ECOLOGICAL VARIABLES FOR THE STUDY OF SPATlAL DIFFERENTIATION OF SOCIAL
STRCCTURE IN NORWAY 1970:
11 SYS'i'EM ECOLOGI CAL VARI J'.B LES .

,

VARIAB.EL
NO

TRANSFORMATIONS

DEFINITION

l

Cl l

2

(2)

x)

The total ·1a nd area of the commune in km

2

The absolute number o ·f p.eople living in
densely settled areas

Log.transformatio n
Log.transformation

3

(3)

The % of all farms having more than
10 dekar arable l and

4

(4)

The total number of peopl e

Log . transforma t ion

5

(6)

The nwnber of inhabi ta nts per krn 2 land

Log.transformation

6

(7)

The number of

7

(8)

The mean population size of the agglomerations

8

(9)

The % of the populat~on living in densely
settled areas

9

(10)

The % of all farms with more than 10 dekar
which have 20-75 C.ckar .:.rable l and

10

( 11)

The % of all forest properties which are less
than 250 dekar in size

11

(8 2)

The % of all farms which are dairy farms

agglomerations in the commune

x)

No.

fro~

Table 1, Appendix A. in Berge 1981

Log.transformation
I
O>

I

(

Table 2A. ECO~iCJ\L VARIABLES FOR THE STUDY OF SPATI.l>.L DIFl"LRENTITATION OF SOCIAL
STRUCTURE IN NORWAY 1970: 30 SOCIAL ECOLOGICAL VARIABLES.
VARI1'.BLE
NO

DEFINITION

TRANSFOR."1ATIONS

..

l

(12)x)

The % of the population of age 5 to 14 years

2

(13)

The % of the population of age 65 years or more

3

(14)

The % of the population aged 20 to 59 years who
are 20 to 39 yeArs

4

(32)

The % of the families with more than l person
who have 4 or more unmarried children

5

(34)

The % of all hoseholds which have unmarried
children and ooth parents

6

(39)

Th'e % of all occupied housing units which have
.more than l. 0 persons per room

7

( 4 2)

The % of all children of age 0 to 14 who live
in private housing units with more than l.O
persons. per room

8

(43)

The % of all men older than 15 years who have
their own housing unit

9

(51)

10

(52!

The % of all housing units which are in one
family structures
The % of all housing units which are in farm houses

ll
12

(54)

The % of all housholds which have at least 5 rooms

(55)

The % of all households which have telephone

13

! 5 9)

The % of all persons of age 16 or more who are
occupied wit hin commune of residence

x)

No. from Tabl e 1. Appendix A in Berge 1981

I
\0

I

-·

Table 2A.continued:
VARIABLES
NO

30 SOCIAL ECOLOGICAL VARIABLES, NORWAY 1970
DEFINITION

TAANSFORi>tATIONS

14

(62) x )

The % of the women aged 16 to 59 who have children
in the age group 0 to 12 years and who are
economically active

15

(63)

The % of the women aged 20 til 59 who are
economically active

16

( 68 )

The % of all men aged 16 or more who are occupied
in professional or managerial occupations
(occupational codes 00-33, 60-69)

17

( 69)

The % of all men aged 16 or more who are occupied
in blue-collar occupations (occupation. codes 50-59,70-89)

18

(76)

The number of persons aged 16 or more with main
income from work in services (industry codes 811-93)
per 100 persons with main income from manufacturing
(industry codes 2-3)

19

(77)

The % of the tota l population who are dependent on
agriculture for their main income (industry
codes 01-02)

20

(78)

The % of the total population who are depende nt on

I

......
0
t

Square roo t

manufacturing for their main income (industry
codes 1 1-39, 51-52) .
21

(79)

22

(81)

23

(86)

x) No. from

Ta~-

The % of the total population who are dependent
on trade for their main income (industry
codes 61-66)
The number of pensioner per 1 00 persons economically
active
The mean nwnber of workers employed per corporation
in manufacturing (industry codes 20-39)

1 , Appendix A in Berge 1981

Square root

~

Table 2A. continJ-.:d:

VARIABLES
NO

3Q SOCIAL ECOLOGICAL VARIABLES, NORWAY f9 70

TRANSFORMATIONS

DEFINITION

24

(94)

25

(98)

x)

The % of all voters casting their vote for the
Labor Party (AP) , Socialist Peo p les Party (SF)
and the Com.~unist Party (K) .Storting election 1969
Tax to the commune in kr. in 1968 per inhabitant
in the c~rnmune as of 1.1.1968

26

(99)

Transfe·rs from the state to cover e x penditures
in the cultura l, educational and welfare sectors
in kr . per inhabitant aged 16 or more at the end
of 1970

27

(100)

The % of all personal tax~paye·rs with taxable
income of kr . 60.000,- or' •more.

•

28

(106)

The % of all aged 25-69 who have primary education
only

29

(107)

The % of all aged 25-69 who have education at
gymnasium level II or III

30

( 1.1 1)

The number of cars per 100 fanilies

x)

Square root

No. fro m Table l, Appendix A in Berge 1981

I

Square root

~

~

I

Table JA. DIMENSIONS OF T HE

NORWEGIJ'.1~

SOCIAL STRUCTURE IN 19 7 0.

30 VARIABLES ON 44 8 UNI TS OF 451 COMMUNES . VARIMAX ROTATED FACTOR MATRI X
OF A PRINCIPAL FACTORS SOLUTION
FACTOR COEFFICIENTS

VARIABLES
SOCIO
FAMILISM
ECONOMIC
STATUS

NO SHORT NAME

DEPRIVATION

M.ll,,NUFACTURING
INDUSTRY

AFFLUENCE

FEMALE
ECONOMIC
ACTIVITY

-.03

. 83

-.09

.00

-.37

- . 12

-.31

-.8 2

- . 37

-. 14

.oo

.10

. 38

. 73

.29

.08

-.01

.08

-.23

.39

-.11

-.0.8

-.79

.05

2

% age 5-14
% age 65+

3

% age 20-39 of 20-59

4

Large Families

5

% child families

.12

.89

-.01

. 18

.07

- . 21

6

Housing units l. Ol +person

.35

.38

.80

. 10

- . 03

.16

7

Children in HU ' s l.Ol+person .21

. 13

. 81

.1 1

-.16

- . 08

8

% men with own :"1welling

. 34

. 09

.02

.23

.72

- .o3

9

% HU• s in one family s tru .

-.16

. 15

. 04

- . 01

-.11

-.72

10

% HU's in farm houses

-.62

-.21

-.45

-.29

-.20

.31

11

% households with 4+ n:::cm

- .39

-.77

-. 1 7

-.34

- •0 3

12

% HH ' s with telephone

. 14

- . 04
- . 13

- . 68

- . 19

-.02

. 24

13
14

% occupied within a:inmune

-·.1s

- . 09

. 06

- . 07

.64

% ec.act. v.oiren

- . 26
- . 17

.33

- . 16

-.25

-.10

.70

15

% ~ age 20-59 ec.act.

. 03

-.03

- . 12

-.16

.19

.87

16

% !!en inprof./rnanag.occ.

. 89

.11

.10

-.04

. 17

- . OS

17

% mm in blue collar occ.

.04

.04

. 29

. 72

. 37

-.03

18

% Rate occ.in

.01

-.08

.0 5

-.65

-.16

.16

1

with child

serv./nianufac.

r

\~

-

I

......
..,,
I

Table 3A.continued:

DIMENSIONS OF THE NORl>l'EGIA.'l SOCIAL STRUCTURE IN 1970

VARIABLES
i~Q

FACTOR COEFFICIENTS

SHORT NAME

19 % depenqent on agric .

FAMILISM

DEPRIVATION

MANUFACTURING
I NDUSTRY

AFFLUENCE

FE:·:.ALE
ECONOMIC
ACTIVITY

-.61

-.11

- . 40

-.37

. 02

. 39

.14

.1 9

.18

. 90

. 27

-. 0 4

. 68
-.24

. 2S

.24

- . 02

. 44

. 04

-. 73

-. 21

-.18

- . 32

-. 23

23 Mean no .workers per firm

.32

.11

.22

.6S

.14

. 03

24 % votes for left parties

- . 12

-.08

. 78

. 01

.17

-.27

.49
26 State transfers per resid . - .29

.0 7

.lS

.31

.66

. 13

.09

. OS

- . 3S

-.7 1

-.0 3

. 71

. 19

.03

. 25

.33

- . 08

- .so

-. 18

.31

-.13

- .43

- . 4 .j

29 High education

. 87

. 16

-.04

. 14

. 07

30 No of cars pe r family

. 08

. 06

. 04

. 22

.33
. 70

FACTOR VARIANCE

4. 9

20 % depend e nt on manufac.
21 % dependent on trade
22 Rate pensioners/ec.active

2S Commune ta x per c a pita
27 %

~

payers inc. 60000+

28 % with primary school

4 ..0

4.0

3 .1

4.0

. lS
3.0

....
...,
I

I

-·
Table 4A.

POPULATION SIZE : CORRELATIONS BETWEEN VARIABLES AND FACTOR •
PRINCIPAL FACTORS MODEL:

VARI ABELS

NO

~

short name

1

Total land area in 1un

2

Total pop. in densely
settled areas

2

four rotations

ORTHOGONAL
VARI MAX

OBLIQUE
OBLIMIN
DELTJ\
.5

. 01

-.18

-.14

- .13

. 91

. 91

.92

. 92

-.43

- . 65

-.60

-. 60

=

OBLIMIN
DELTA :. . 0

OBLIMIN
DELTA = - . 5

3

% of farms with 10+ d a

4

Total population

.77

.81

.81

.81

6

No of agglomerations

.68

.68

. 69

.69

8

% of pop. in densely
settled areas

.75

.83

. 82

.82

% dairy farms

-.43

-.64

- . 59

-.59

Correlation between
density and size

r= . O

r=.-.58

r=- . 40

r=0.34

11

--

I

....I

I-'

Table SA.

LJl~D

11 •

SIZE

CORRELATIONS IlETWEEN VARIABLES AN D FACT011._ •
PRINCIPAL FACTORS MODEL:
four rotations

VARIABLES
NO short name

1
2

Total land area in km2
Total pop . in densely
settled areas

ORTHOGONAL
VARI MAX

OBLIQUE
OBLIMIN
DELTA = -.5

OBLI -MIN
DELTA = .0

OB LI MIN
DELTA= .5

.65

.64

.64

. 62

-. 14

-.25

-.31

-.4 1

. 82

.86

.88

.91

3

% of farms with 10+ da .

4

Tota.l population

- . 24

-.33

-.37

-. 46

6

·No of agglomerations

-.10

-.19

-.23

- . 31

8

% of pop. in densely
settled areas

I

......
IJ1

11 . % dairy farms

Correlation between
density and si.ze

I

-.38

-.47

-.52

- . 60

.77

.82

.84

.87

r =- . 34

r=-.40

r=.O

r =-. 58

